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Piper Stone : Becoming (Power Exchange Book 1) before purchasing it in order to gage whether or not it would be
worth my time, and all praised Becoming (Power Exchange Book 1):
1 of 1 people found the following review helpful. TRUST WITHOUT QUESTIONmdash;TRUST WITHOUT
RESERVATIONBy RedrabbittOh my, what a delicious and enticing beginning to a new series and POWER
EXCHANGE definitely is an appropriate name. Greed, corruption, control, blackmail, revenge, secrets, mystery and
suspense, and that is only in the business dealings. Add in dominance and submission, sadomasochistic relationship,
pleasure, and pain, and ownership to this enticing mix will keep the pages turning. There is a large cast of characters,
but they have a way of all connecting and playing a role in this tale.Genevieve Tallen is a successful entrepreneur, her
advertising agency well respected. Christopher Patterson is a business mogul, but he is ruthless in his business
takeovers, squashing those under him like stepping on a bug. When Genevieve and Christopher get together, this
woman who is dominant in the business world is a complete submissive behind closed doors to Christopher.
ldquo;Some might say he was a monster. For Genevieve, he was her Dom. Perhaps, one day, hersquo;d be her
Master.rdquo; ldquo;There was no way she could tell anyone what went on behind closed doors, even Carla. The
realization was startling. She was a powerful woman. How could she give up control to any man, let alone one who
required her absolute submission?rdquo;The plot will take the reader on a roller coaster ride of highs and lows in the
business world and behind the doors in the dark of dominance and submission. So many secrets will eventually be
revealed. Friends to enemies, backstabbing, blackmailing, and revenge is all tied up in a group of men who have been
in the business world dating back to their parents. It is all power struggles to be the top dog and to want what someone
else has, even if that is a submissive woman. ldquo;Control and obedience. Two words yoursquo;re going to learn
tonight.rdquo;Christopher is a sadist. ldquo;Hersquo;d been controlling, and sadistic, tender and loving, and the
combination should have confused her. Instead, she was even more attracted.rdquo; ldquo;Pleasure and pain, my dear,
the paramount of true ecstasy.rdquo;0 of 0 people found the following review helpful. Dominance, Romance and Very
Complicated Business DealingsBy LindaBGenevieve and Christopher are in an intense Dom/sub relationship.
Everything starts to unravel the night he takes her to the gentlemen's club to which he belongs. Unbeknownst to him
an auction has been arranged and Genevieve is one of the submissive due to be auctioned for one night with the
highest bidder. He does not intend to share her, but in the process, secrets are revealed that change everything. I have
to admit that while I was unaware of a single editing mistake, I found the story somewhat confusing and perhaps
unnecessarily complicated. Christopher starts out as a real assailed in his business dealings but is the perfect Dom for
Genevieve, an extremely aggressive businesswoman in her own right. I loved the way the two interacted and
understood why they completed each other.Story: 3.5Writing: 4Editing: 5Characters: 5Heat index: 4.50 of 0 people
found the following review helpful. Truth, then LoveBy pico1This is a fast paced book that starts out as a BDSM story

with a not very likeable male, Christopher, and a very accomplished female, Genevieve. It turns into a mystery of
sorts, but as a mystery, it is confusing and the basic premise, about a BDSM club that is secretly involved in local
politics and business for over 20 years, is a little hard to accept. It is fast paced and the scenes between Genevieve and
Christopher are hot ndash; but the mystery part of the story is difficult to follow and it is hard to accept the ultimate
explanations
Blackmail ndash; the ultimate in powerhellip;Christopher Patterson is a business mogul, his prowess and influence
creating a commanding empire. His methods of takeover are ruthless, and he takes pleasure in garnering every
expensive toy money can buy. He holds many secrets, ones that would obliterate his empire if discovered. His nemesis
waits, shadowed in the darkness, determined to destroy everything Christopher has worked for. A tortured man,
Christopherrsquo;s dark needs for complete control prove unsuccessful when dominating a woman. That is until
Genevieve Tallen comes into his life.Genevieve is a successful entrepreneur, her advertising agency well respected.
She is lonely and unfulfilled in every relationship, but meeting Christopher is electric. Shersquo;s able to release her
submissive side and become the woman she finally learns to accept. Drawn into a twisted relationship, satisfying their
respective desires, there is no way for her to know shersquo;s fallen into a scandalous web of deceit. A secret
menrsquo;s club, one fueling every deep-seated fantasy, is the backdrop for blackmail.Two men vie for a
womanrsquo;s submission, at the risk of losing their livelihoods as well as their very souls. Forced to face a damning
past, Christopher has a decision to make, one that could change his relationship forever. Her obedience tested, only
Genevieve can snap the tangled noose, the one dragging Christopher into the pits of Hell.Danger. Dominance.
Destruction.Are Christopher and Genevieve strong enough to face and accept their needs? Is their relationship strong
enough to weather the upcoming storm? Will their love survive?
Oh my, what a delicious and enticing beginning to a new series and POWER EXCHANGE is definitely an appropriate
title.Redrabbitt, erDanger lurks at all sides. A complex plot but at the end, it all starts to make sense.Goldie eagle, er
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